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Message
from the Dean
& CEO

Dealing
with Diabetes

Diabetes
By the
Numbers

Diabetes has assumed gargantuan
proportions in the nation and abroad as the
result of an extraordinary global pandemic
of obesity, a major risk factor for the chronic
disease. The sheer number of Americans
facing the threat of diabetes and obesity is
daunting.
NYU School of Medicine has a long,
proud tradition of pioneering medicine
in the face of public health calamities
ranging from tuberculosis to hepatitis B
and AIDS. In this issue of NYU Physician, you will meet some of
our physicians and scientists who are addressing some of the new
challenges of diabetes today from the clinical, educational, and
research perspectives.
For example, infants and children are now astonishingly at
high risk for type 2 diabetes, for which obesity is the major risk
factor. For them, prevention through weight loss and increased
physical activity is the goal and treatment approach used by our
multidisciplinary specialists in pediatric diabetes. We also report
about research into other innovative ways to prevent obesity
in children. And, not least, we offer an update on research that
holds the promise of a breakthrough in developing a new diabetes
therapy.
Altogether, these reports are filled with hope, both for those who
have struggled with diabetes in its earlier incarnations, as well as
those affected by the added problem of obesity. Combined with a
strong public health campaign that has been mounted recently
and globally, the pendulum for healthy behavior—eating healthier
foods and increasing physical activity—should gain momentum.

•

1 in 3

Ratio of adults over age 20, or
79 million Americans, who are
prediabetic, based on fasting
glucose levels*

1 in 4

Ratio of American adults
over age 65 who have diabetes*

1.9 million
Number of Americans over the
age of 20 newly diagnosed with
diabetes per year*

1st

Leading cause of blindness in
America and the leading
nontraumatic cause of amputation*

7th

Leading cause of death in America*

50%

Percentage of Americans who will
be obese by 2030, if current trends
continue**

200%

Dean & Ceo robert i. grossman, md

Increased risk of death in persons with
diabetes compared to nondiabetic
persons the same age*
*Diabetes Fact Sheet
American Diabetes Association
**The Lancet
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Q&A with Ken Langone

What it takes to raise $1 billion in record time
NYU PHYSICIAN: As Chairman of the Board,

you’ve presided over the raising of $1 billion for
the Medical Center these past four years.
What’s the significance of that achievement?
KEN LANGONE: Raising that kind of
money is a team effort. The dean, the
Development Office, doctors, nurses—
everybody who comes in touch with
people who see fit to share their treasure
with us—has an impact on why that
person wants to support us. The biggest
mistake is to think that it only happens
because of one person. Every time I hear
of a wonderful patient experience, I
feel there’s a greater likelihood that it’ll
lead to a contribution.
NYU PHYSICIAN: What makes us so popular

with donors?
KEN LANGONE: The quality of our patient

care. More and more, I hear about how
wonderfully we’re doing with patients.
How fabulous our medical staff is, how
compassionate their care is. It’s a moment
in time when all of these skills and talents
have come together.
NYU PHYSICIAN: What’s brought about this
moment in time?
KEN LANGONE: I saw early on, before I took
this job, the incredible reputations of our
doctors and scientists, their records of
achievement. We continue to have people
who are world class. The facilities are
aging and outmoded, but everything else
is major league. If I had to fix something,
I’d rather fix something inanimate than
an organization where you had to say
“There’s no culture here.” The culture is
great!
NYU PHYSICIAN: What was the greatest
challenge you faced?
KEN LANGONE: Lifting everyone’s spirits.
There was a poisonous atmosphere

as a result of the failed merger with
Mount Sinai Medical Center. There
was enormous suspicion, an attitude that
“nobody cares about us. We’re part of the
University, but the University doesn’t
want us.” That’s why the merger was
done. There was total skepticism about
whether the University would embrace
us. That was one of the first things I had to
deal with. I told Marty Lipton, chairman
of the University, who asked me to take
this job, that there had to be a major effort
to counter these concerns. P.S.: Marty has
never missed a Medical Center trustee
meeting—not once—since I’ve taken the
job. John Sexton, the University president,
comes, too. Certainly our marketing
campaign has made certain that people
know we’re part of NYU—a very
important part. More importantly, that
they’re important to us.
NYU PHYSICIAN: A billion dollars is a lot of
money and will make a lot of things possible:
A renovated Tisch Hospital, a new Kimmel
Pavilion, a new research institute, medical
school scholarships. Who came up with that
shopping list?
KEN LANGONE: It was always there. When
I took the job, then Dean Bob Glickman
showed me a document with a list of goals
he received from NYU when he was being
recruited. A lot of the things you cited
were on that list.
NYU PHYSICIAN: So after 12 years, have

you been surprised about how to succeed in
healthcare?
KEN LANGONE: I never cease to be amazed
by the depth of talent and dedication at
this place.

•
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News from Medicine

Can Obesity Be Linked
to Bacteria?

“Humans have carried lots of bacteria
in the gut since ancient times,” explains
Martin J. Blaser, MD, the Frederick H.
King Professor of Internal Medicine,
professor of microbiology, and chair of
the Department of Medicine. “But in the
past century, we’ve been doing things,
most importantly using antibiotics, that
have unintentionally altered the types
of bacteria we harbor and their activity.
Evidence has been growing that these
changes are affecting our health in ways
both good and bad.”
Dr. Blaser and colleagues are attempting to clarify the link between bacteria
and obesity. (Dr. Blaser recently won a
$6.6 million NIH Director’s Transformation Research Project award—given for

high-risk original research—that supports
the work.) One route of inquiry relates
to the vanishing of the once ubiquitous
bacterium Helicobacter pylori in the developed world.
The microbe appears to be involved in
the stomach’s production of two antagonistic hormones that help regulate food
intake. The stomach makes 5 percent to
10 percent of the body’s leptin and 60
percent to 80 percent of its ghrelin. “If
leptin tells the brain ‘don’t eat,’ ghrelin
tells the brain ‘eat,’ ” Dr. Blaser says.
“When you wake up in the morning hungry, it’s because your ghrelin levels are
high. After breakfast, the level normally
goes down.”
Dr. Blaser’s team, whose research

Scanning electron
micrograph of Helicobacter
pylori bacteria (green).

Martin Blaser

is supported in part by NYU Langone
Trustee Diane Belfer, recently published
their findings on 21 men who were treated
with antibiotics to eradicate their H.
pylori. “Their levels of ghrelin barely
went down after breakfast,” Dr. Blaser
says. If the microbe does indeed help
check the hormone’s production, its
decline augurs a still fatter future. Today
just 6 percent of American children carry
the bug.
Another study is inspired by the farming practice of feeding low-dose antibiotics to plump up livestock from chickens to
pigs to cows. “It’s estimated that most of
the antibiotics used in the United States
are used on farms to fatten the animals,”
Dr. Blaser says. To clarify the link between
antibiotics and weight, the team gave
laboratory mice low doses of antibiotics
in their drinking water and found that
the treated mice became bigger and fatter.
They accumulated 15 percent more fat and
their bone development was accelerated
by 25 percent compared with mice given
plain water.
In other studies, antibiotics spurred
the rodents’ growth rate by more than
10 percent. Researchers also found that
some types of bacteria were suppressed,
and others, especially those with genes
that favor fat production, became more
dominant.
Dr. Blaser plans to start new studies
next year with monkeys and children.
Some of the big questions: Does antibiotic use create permanent changes in the
microbes that live in the gut? Could it
induce a susceptibility to obesity? “If we
could follow kids from birth to at least
age 2,” he says, “it could give us a lot
more information about the development
of gut bacteria and obesity.”

•

—anastasia toufexis
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C r e d i t: J u e r g e n B e r g e r / P h oto R e s e a r c h e r s, I n c .

What’s causing the epidemic of obesity raging throughout the United
States and the rest of the world? Eating too much junk food and getting
too little exercise are the most frequently given answers. But scientists
at NYU Langone Medical Center believe another factor is at work.
Obesity is being promoted, they theorize, by changes in the bacteria that
normally dwell in the stomach and intestines.

What Does the Nose Know?

Greg Suh

Survival 101: If it smells bad, it probably isn’t good for you. But
how does the nose tell the difference between good and bad? NYU
School of Medicine scientists appear to be unraveling this puzzle.
In studying the olfactory system of fruit flies, they found that the
insects have specialized nerves that pick up acidic odors, which
often signal hazards like rotting food.
“This is the first description of an acid
receptor neuron in any animal olfactory
system,” says Greg Suh, PhD, assistant
professor of cell biology, who reported his
team’s findings in a recent issue of Nature.
“We humans can smell acid—it’s sort of
a pungent odor—so we may have similar
neurons in our olfactory system.”
The discovery is an outgrowth of earlier
work by his team that identified olfactory
nerves specifically sensitive to carbon
dioxide. These sensory nerves signal the
brain to evade the gas, which is produced
by stressed flies and may act as an alarm.
In their experiments, they silenced the
nerves’ ability to detect CO2, expecting
the desensitized flies to buzz unwarily
throughout a chamber containing the gas.
Instead, the team was surprised to
see that though the insects cruised

Monica

through areas with low concentrations
of CO2, they avoided sections with high
levels. They wondered, if the flies couldn’t
detect the gas, what were they reacting to?
Using a highly sensitive imaging technique, Minrong Ai, a postdoctoral fellow,
identified a second distinct population
of olfactory neurons sensitive to high
C02 concentrations. He soon realized that
these neurons were in fact activated by a
CO2 metabolite, carbonic acid, rather than
CO2 itself. Furthermore, he found after
exposing the flies to nearly 60 different
odors that these neurons are dedicated
specifically to the detection of any kind
of acidic vapor.
However, fruit flies often collect around
vinegar, a weak acid; in fact, fruit flies
carry the common name vinegar flies.
The team investigated by placing drops
A vinegary taste?
New research
reveals why fruit
flies often collect
around vinegar.

Minro
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of various vinegar solutions around the
chamber that contained the flies. Given
a choice, the flies hummed around apple
cider vinegar that had been neutralized
with a base rather than regular apple cider
vinegar, which contains acetic acid.
Vinegar flies is a misnomer, Dr. Suh
concludes. It is the nonacidic components
of the vinegar that attract the insects; they
simply tolerate the acidity. Furthermore,
when the flies were kept hungry, they went
for even strongly acidic vinegar. They’re
willing to risk the danger to get the calories.
“Their need for energy overrides their
aversion,” Dr. Suh says. His research is
supported in part by the Whitehall
Foundation, the Irma T. Hirsch Trust,
the Hilda and Preston Foundation, and
the Klarman Family Foundation.
In a study published in the Proceedings
of the National Academy of Sciences in June,
Dr. Suh, postdoctoral fellow Monica Dus,
and collaborators asked: What happens
when flies without the ability to taste are
deprived of food? Can they select appropriate foods when allowed to eat? Sugar taste
neurons and other peripheral neurons allow
the insects to detect palatable food, but are
central neurons involved? The researchers used hungry mutant flies that couldn’t
taste sugar to answer these questions. The
result: The flies still consumed sugar and
even preferred sugary food to plain agar or
zero-calorie sugar substitutes. They suspect
a pathway independent of taste allows the
insects to replenish their energy stores with
appropriate foods.
Does something similar happen in
humans? Dr. Suh believes so. Fruit flies
have a much less complex olfactory system
than humans and other mammals, but the
basic blueprint is similar.
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News from Medicine

Procedure Still Widely Used
Days After a Heart Attack

Despite changes in standard treatment guidelines several years ago,
no meaningful difference is evident in the nation’s practice of opening
blocked coronary arteries with balloons and stents in the days after
a heart attack, according to a new study by Judith S. Hochman, MD,
the Harold Snyder Family Professor of Cardiology, and colleagues,
published in the July 11, 2011, issue of Archives of Internal Medicine.
one to two years after its publication and
guideline change,” says Dr. Hochman,
lead author of the landmark Occluded Artery Trial (OAT), published in 2006 in the
New England Journal of Medicine. The study
concluded that opening a totally blocked,
heart attack–related coronary artery more
than 24 hours later does not reduce patients’ chances of death, a second heart attack, or heart failure, compared with more
conservative treatment using medication
alone in stable patients—those without
continuing symptoms.
The OAT finding led the American
College of Cardiology and the American
Heart Association, as well as the European Society of Cardiology, to issue
new treatment guidelines in 2007. But
Hochman and her colleagues soon heard

Colored X-ray
angiogram of a
balloon catheter
and stent (orange)
inflating within
a coronary artery
of a heart.

that many cardiologists were still doing
the procedure 24 hours or more after a
heart attack. “It’s intuitive that having an
open artery is better than having a closed
artery, and many people don’t want to let
go of that belief,” she says.
In the new study Dr. Hochman and her
colleagues examined a registry of angioplasty and stent procedures performed in
nearly 29,000 patients at nearly 900 hospitals in the United States. The monthly
rate of late procedures showed no sign of
declining during the period from 2005,
a year before the OAT study appeared, to
2008, a year after the new guidelines.
“It’s possible that if we analyze the registry over the next few years, we’ll finally
start to see a decline in these procedures,”
Dr. Hochman says. But she senses that the
resistance among cardiologists remains
strong. “There continues to be reimbursement for the late procedure, and many
patients expect their physicians to open
their arteries, regardless of the delay, so
these physicians may be concerned about
malpractice suits if they don’t comply. We
tend to prefer action or intervention to
inaction, and even if the resulting clinical
outcome is not favorable, the philosophy
that ‘we did everything we could’ gives a
false sense of assurance,” Dr. Hochman
says. “The existence of national clinical
guidelines should protect physicians from
that liability,” she notes, “but it doesn’t always; in New York State, believe it or not,
such guidelines are not always admissible
in court.”
—Jim schnabel

•
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Using balloon angioplasty and stents
to open the blocked arteries that have
caused a heart attack is known to save
lives—if it is done very early after onset.
Five years ago, however, Dr. Hochman led
a team of researchers who found that the
same procedure performed more than 24
hours after a heart attack in patients who
are clinically stable did not improve their
long-term outcome. The surprise finding led to a change in standard treatment
guidelines.
Nevertheless, the new study concludes
that cardiologists in the United States
continue as much as ever to perform this
procedure late after a heart attack.
“Our new finding is disappointing;
a lot of painstakingly gathered clinical
trial evidence is being disregarded in the

Judith Hochman

Another Danger of
Secondhand Smoke:
Hearing Loss

eitzman
Michael W

C r e d i t: 3 D 4 M e d i ca l / P h oto R e s e a r c h e r s, I n c.

Warning: Secondhand smoke poses a risk not only to teenagers’ hearts
and lungs, but to their hearing as well. A study published in the July
2011, issue of Archives of Otolaryngology – Head & Neck Surgery finds that
exposure to tobacco smoke nearly doubles the risk of hearing loss
among adolescents.
“More than half of all children in the
United States are exposed to secondhand
smoke, so our finding that it can lead to
hearing loss in teenagers has huge public
health implications,” says Anil Lalwani,
MD, professor of otolaryngology, physiology and neuroscience, and pediatrics, who
led the research. “We need to evaluate
how we deal with smoking in public
places and at home, as well as how often
and when we screen children for hearing
loss,” he says.
The dangers of secondhand smoke are
well known. Living with a smoker raises
the risk of dying from heart disease and
lung cancer, and in children, exposure to
smoke exacerbates the severity of asthma
attacks and causes more than 750,000
middle ear infections, according to the
American Cancer Society. The new study
is the first to link secondhand smoke to
hearing loss.
More than 1,500 teenagers aged 12 to
19 participated in the nationwide study.
They were selected from the 2005–2006
National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey, which collects health information from children and adults around
the United States. The teenagers were
initially evaluated in their homes and
then were given extensive hearing tests
and blood tests for the chemical cotinine, a
metabolite of nicotine, at a medical center.
The teens exposed to secondhand
smoke, as measured by the metabolite
in their blood, were more likely to have
sensorineural hearing loss, which is
most often caused by problems with the
cochlea, the snail-shaped hearing organ
of the inner ear. “It’s the type of hearing
loss that usually tends to occur as one
gets older or among children born with
congenital deafness,” explains co-author
Michael Weitzman, MD, professor of pediatrics and psychiatry.
The study found that teenagers exposed

to smoke performed worse across every
sound frequency tested, especially the
mid to high frequencies important for
understanding speech. In addition, teenagers with higher cotinine levels, indicating
greater exposure, were more likely to have
one-sided—or unilateral—low-frequency
hearing loss. Overall, the researchers
conclude that “tobacco smoke is independently associated with an almost twofold
increase in the risk of hearing loss among
adolescents.”
More than 80 percent of the affected
teenagers in the study were not aware
of any problem. “Milder hearing loss is
not necessarily noticeable,” Dr. Lalwani
says. “Thus, simply asking someone
whether they think they have hearing
loss is insufficient.”

Anil Lalwani

The consequences of mild hearing loss,
which researchers suspect may result from
damage to the ear’s delicate blood supply,
are “subtle yet serious,” Dr. Weitzman
says. Affected children can have difficulty
understanding what is being said in the
classroom and become distracted. As a
result, they may be labeled as “troublemakers” or misdiagnosed with ADHD (attention deficit hyperactivity disorder).
Currently, all infants born in the United
States are screened for hearing loss; however, there are no guidelines for screening
a child’s hearing past the early school
years. “Those children who are exposed
to secondhand smoke,” Dr. Lalwani says,
“need to be regularly screened.”

•

—joshua feblowitz

A magnified
stylized view of
the inner ear,
especially the
cochlear.
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What Are the Odds of Losing

Shabazz Seymour weighed
260 pounds and was
prediabetic at age 16, when
he was first told he had to
lose weight. Today, at age 20,
his weight is in the 180s.
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Two overweight teenagers beat the odds and
transform their lives. by Gay Daly
Photographs by Sasha Nialla

New Research
on Prevention and
Hidden Risks
of Childood Obesity

Plus:

Jesus Mejia weighed 295
pounds at the age of 14,
when he began insulin
treatment. A year later, he
has lost 45 pounds and no
longer needs to inject insulin.

Jesus increased his
physical activity
by playing sports
such as basketball,
but the other
key change was
to his diet. His
grandmother put
the whole family
on a diet that
featured whole
grains, fresh fruits,
and vegetables.
Boiling and steaming
replaced frying.

– 45

lbs.
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One out of five American children is obese, a
number that has tripled since 1980. Bonita Franklin,
MD, clinical associate professor of pediatrics and
director of the Pediatric Endocrinology Clinic at
Bellevue Hospital, says that for her patients, who
are mostly children from minority and low-income
families, the reality is even more frightening: Virtually
all the patients she sees with type 2 diabetes are
overweight or obese.

The changes
Jesus made
helped
everyone in
his family:
They have all
lost weight.

An obese child is at increased risk for high blood
pressure, high cholesterol, sleep apnea, depression,
polycystic ovarian syndrome, nonalcoholic fatty
liver disease, and type 2 diabetes. Until 1993
doctors at Bellevue had never seen a child with
type 2 diabetes, a disease usually associated with
middle age. Today 30 percent of the children they
diagnose as diabetic suffer from type 2. In obese
children, at first the body’s ability to process
glucose is impaired. The body tries to compensate
by producing extra insulin to process the excess
glucose, but eventually the pancreas is unable
to produce enough insulin to keep up, and the
condition turns into full-blown type 2 diabetes.
The damage from diabetes can lead to blindness,
kidney failure, and heart disease. Because children
are presenting with diabetes decades earlier than
in the past, they can expect complications to appear
sooner and to shorten many of their lives.
The only route to short-circuiting this progression
is a difficult one—weight loss, which requires
a radical, sustained commitment to a healthier
diet and more exercise. To help patients make
these changes, the Pediatric Endocrinology Clinic
offers a wide variety of support for them and their
families: pediatric nurses, dietitians, psychologists,
social workers, and art therapists, as well as
physicians. But despite the enormous amount of
time and thought devoted to providing this care, the
elusiveness of success is profoundly frustrating.
Few patients lose weight, and fewer manage to
keep it off. But there are occasional exceptions, and
those successes are rewarding. When Dr. Franklin’s
residents and medical students get discouraged, she
reminds them of those patients who have changed
their lives.

admitted him immediately
and gave him insulin. (The
goal is 80–120 mg/dl before
a meal, and ideally less than
100 mg/dl when fasting.)
Over the next week the
staff taught him to check
his blood sugar level and
give himself injections. “I
hated needles,” Jesus says,
“but I realized I had to do it. The first time I gave
myself a shot, my hand was shaking. The second I
stuck it in, it hurt, but the pain stopped right away.
I was very relieved.” Jesus’s grandmother, Blandina
Rendon, cooks for the family, so staff taught both
her and Jesus about the changes they needed to
make in his diet.
The family understood how hard these changes
were going to be for Jesus, so they decided they
would all eat the same food to let him know they
were behind him 100 percent. Ms. Rendon changed
the way she did everything in the kitchen. Boiling
and steaming replaced frying. Whole grains and
fresh fruits and vegetables appeared on the table
instead of rice and tortillas. At first Jesus was
angry about having to give up the foods he loved,
especially McDonald’s. His mother negotiated a
compromise with him: You can go to McDonald’s
if you study the menu and think about what you
order. A salad with grilled chicken would be a
good choice; Big Macs were out. Gradually, his
habits and tastes changed. Where he once drank
two Cokes every day, he now has an occasional diet
soda. He doesn’t even like the smell of fried food.
When he checked into the hospital, he was
5’11” and weighed 295 pounds. After treatment,
he dropped to 250 and stayed there. The impact
on his health has been dramatic. By November
he was able to stop the insulin shots. Instead, he
takes Metformin, an oral drug, to help control his
blood sugar. His doctor at the clinic told him that if

Jesus Mejia is one of such patients. A year

ago last August, Jesus, then 14, came to the Bellevue
emergency room because, for two weeks, he had
been drinking up to a gallon of water every halfhour and urinating every 10–15 minutes. Because
his blood sugar was 375 mg/dl, Dr. Franklin

Bonita Franklin, MD, director of the Pediatric
Endocrinology Clinic at Bellevue Hospital, principal
teaching affiliate of NYU School of Medicine.
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his blood sugar went above 180, he would need to
give himself a shot, but that hasn’t happened: His
numbers remain consistently between 100 and 110.
Losing weight changed more than Jesus’s blood
sugars. His mother remembers him as a boy
who never wanted to go outside. Now, he plays
basketball or football for five hours every Saturday
and Sunday. He finds that he is more comfortable
with himself, and his family relationships
have improved. “I used to get mad easily. I’d get
frustrated, but not anymore,” he says. “I’m calmer,
and so is my mother because she’s not so worried
about me.”
The changes Jesus made helped everyone in
his family: They have all lost weight. He hopes to
become a chef with his own restaurant, a place
where diabetic kids can order whatever they want
because all the food is healthy—and delicious.
The support of Jesus’s family was critical to his

success. Doctors and obesity educators say that if a
family is not willing to change its diet and lifestyle,
the odds a child will lose and keep off weight are
extremely low. Once in a while, though, a patient
beats the odds, as Shabazz Seymour did. Everyone
in his family was very overweight. By the time he
was 16 he weighed 260 pounds. Because no one
else in the family questioned their heaviness, he
accepted it as the natural course of things, probably
a genetic inevitability. Milagros Chua, MD, his
pediatrician at Woodhull Hospital in Brooklyn,
warned him that being overweight was dangerous
to his health. Preneet Brar, MD, his pediatric
endocrinologist, upped the ante by telling him that
he was prediabetic and that losing weight was his
only hope of avoiding full-blown diabetes and its
potentially disastrous complications. For a time,
these warnings fell on deaf ears. His future appeared
bleak; he dropped out of high school because school
felt like a pointless and boring rat race.
One day it hit him that he was tired of being fat,
but he didn’t know how to do anything about it. He
knew nothing about nutrition. So he googled the

word carbohydrate, which led him to nutrition.com,
then to many other websites, and then to design
a healthy diet. He settled on a disciplined plan
of 40 percent complex carbohydrates: lentils,
beans, turnips, and whole grains; 30 percent lean
protein: chicken, turkey, eggs, fish, and soy; and
30 percent fat, mostly healthy ones like olive oil.
He knew nobody in his family was going to get
on this program with him, so he started grocery
shopping and making his own meals. “I’m not
sure you would call it cooking, though,” he says.
“I just went into the kitchen, started chopping, and
hoped for the best.” He allowed himself unlimited
leafy vegetables and root vegetables, but restricted
fruit to two or three pieces a day because of their
relatively high carbohydrate content.
Shabazz followed this regimen faithfully
Monday through Saturday. Sundays he ate what
he loved: sushi, dark chocolate, smoothies. That
day of freedom each week helped him through the
six other rather Spartan days.
Exercise was his next hurdle. He hit on a
strategy that worked: With just enough money
for one fare, he’d take the bus a few stops and
get off so he’d have no choice but to walk home.
The next time, he took the bus a few more stops
and walked home. When he grew tired of this
routine, he decided to try running. There were 76
stairs from the ground floor to the top floor of the
project where he lived. At first, because he was
out of shape, he could barely push himself up and
down two or three times, but eventually he was
running the stairs 40 times twice each day. “That,”
he remembers, “is when the weight really began
to come off.” When he dropped to 157 pounds, his
family told him he looked too thin, like he had
cancer or AIDS. He sensed that he was getting
carried away, so he eased up and let himself gain
back some pounds. Today, at 20, he’s stabilized in
the 180s.
Losing weight changed his outlook on life. “I
became more confident, prudent, and less gloomy,”
he says. The tasks of daily life, which had been so
monotonous, were now easy and took less time.
He got a GED and enrolled at Hunter College.
To get to class, he often walks from home—eight
miles across the Williamsburg Bridge. His blood
sugar is normal, and Dr. Brar no longer worries
about him. Diabetes is not a threat.
Shabazz finds it difficult to explain why he was
able to lose weight. “I don’t know of any external
forces that created the impetus to do it. I just
assume that we all have that impetus somewhere
within, that inexplicable motivation that we force
out through perspiration.”

•

Preneet Brar, MD, pediatric endocrinologist,
treated Shabazz Seymour at Woodhull Hospital
in Brooklyn, one of several Health and Hospitals
Corporation hospitals with which the School of
Medicine is affiliated.
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Losing weight
changed
Shabazz’s
outlook
on life. “I
became more
confident,
prudent, and
less gloomy,”
he says.

Shabazz Seymour used
the Internet to help
him design a healthy
diet. For exercise, he
rode a bus a few stops
short of his destination
and walked the rest
of the way. Later he
began running up and
down the stairs of his
apartment building
40 times, twice a day,
every day.

–80
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A researcher
unexpectedly
finds that
improved
parenting is
one way to
do it.

14

Lowering
Obesity Rates
Among Children
After 20 years of developing and evaluating
parenting interventions for poor, urban
children at risk for delinquency, Laurie Miller
Brotman, PhD, found an unexpected side effect
of improved parenting: lower rates of childhood
and adolescent obesity.
In the early 1990s, Dr. Brotman, the Corzine
Family Professor of Child and Adolescent
Psychiatry, began evaluating the effect of parent
training for families of delinquent youth identified
through family court records. The consequences
for parents of having a child just convicted of a
crime were “fresh and real,” she says. “People were
really looking for help.”
The initial 10-year study enrolled 99 of the
adjudicated youths’ younger siblings, ages 3 to 5,
themselves at risk for aggressive and antisocial
behavior. Families were randomized into either
a parenting skills group or a control group.
Subsequent federal grants enabled the researchers
to follow the children through late adolescence.
The evidence-based parenting program that Dr.
Brotman’s team adapted for urban, low-income
families helped parents become more responsive
to their preschoolers by listening to them, playing
with them, and praising them for good behavior,
Dr. Brotman says. Parents were also encouraged
to consider a variety of discipline options so they
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could manage their children’s behavior without
resorting to physical punishment. “In families
experiencing enormous stress, we found that
parenting intervention during early childhood
results in parents’ being more responsive and less
harsh and critical,” Dr. Brotman says. “Children
developed social and emotional skills that enabled
them to get along with others, and they were less
likely to rely on aggressive behavior.”
The “obesity piece of the puzzle” developed as
awareness of the national obesity crisis began to
emerge a decade ago, says Dr. Brotman, along with
a new body of literature linking certain parenting
styles and behavior regulation and obesity.
“Preschoolers who have problems with
regulation, including behavior and sleep, are at
higher risk for obesity,” says Dr. Brotman, whose
research is supported in part by the J. Ira and
Nicki Harris Family Foundation and the Bank of
America Charitable Foundation. “It turns out that
some parenting behaviors that prevent behavior
problems are also associated with lower rates of
obesity.”
Dr. Brotman and colleagues looked at body
mass index, blood pressure, nutrition, sedentary
activity, and physical activity seven years after the
parenting intervention in a sample of 40 girls, now
age 11, who had been part of the original study of
high-risk preschoolers.
“We saw very large effects in obesity rates in
girls who had the intervention at age 4 compared
to those who didn’t,” Dr. Brotman says. Compared
to controls, the girls were more active and less
sedentary and had significantly lower blood
pressure; they consumed the same amount of
calories but fewer calories from carbohydrates.
At first the researchers thought that such a
finding in a very small girls-only sample might be
the result of chance. But they were able to replicate
the findings in a larger sample of boys and girls
who were participating in a trial of ParentCorps,
a culturally informed parenting intervention
developed by Dr. Brotman and her team at the
NYU Child Study Center. In a recent study with 171
ethnically diverse families published earlier this
year in Child Development, Dr. Brotman reported
that the intervention helped parents be more
effective and children to perform better at school.
Her team is completing a study of ParentCorps
(and a complementary program called
TeacherCorps) in 1,050 minority children from
10 New York City public schools. “Mirroring
the effects of the first study, we found that
ParentCorps, a program that does not specifically
address nutrition or physical activity, appears to
put children on a different track toward healthy
physical development,” Dr. Brotman says.
—Aubin Tyler
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With the help
of a $5 million
government
grant, a
pediatrician
hopes to
definitively
answer the
question:
Can
intervention
during
infancy
prevent future
obesity?

The Institute
of Medicine
recommends
that efforts
to prevent
obesity begin
long before a
child enters
school.

Preventing
Obesity
in Infants
“We’re seeing that obesity starts really early on,”
says Mary Jo Messito, MD, clinical assistant professor of pediatrics and director of the Pediatric Obesity
Program at Bellevue Hospital Center. Today almost
10 percent of infants and toddlers carry excess
weight for their length, according to a recent report
from the Institute of Medicine. Since it is known
that early obesity often extends into adulthood, the
report recommends that efforts to prevent obesity
begin long before a child enters school.
In April the United States Department of Agriculture, the agency that oversees the federal nutrition program for Women, Infants, and Children
(WIC), awarded Dr. Messito a grant to test the
effectiveness of a primary care, family-centered
child obesity prevention program beginning in the
mother’s pregnancy and continuing through the
infant’s first three years of life.
The four-year multimillion-dollar grant allows
the pediatrician to continue work she began five
years ago, teaching mothers to pay attention to
their babies’ cues during feeding. In an early pilot
feasibility study, 37 families attended a group with
a nutritionist and child development specialist in the
playroom as part of their regular primary care clinic
visit at Bellevue. The visits were staggered, with
cohort families grouped together by infant age.
“The thinking was that we needed to do something different,” Dr. Messito says. “We wanted to
know whether families would accept it and would
they come. They did. The families enjoyed it, and

compared to feeding behaviors in controls, we
saw real improvement with parenting nutrition
education. On the downside, the dropout rate
was fairly high, but we were running it without
enough support. We needed a lot more reminders
and incentives.”
In a larger study, published last year in Academic
Pediatrics, Dr. Messito found that among almost
400 largely Latina immigrant mothers enrolled
in New York City’s WIC program, 72 percent said
that infant crying must indicate hunger, and more
than half said that babies should always finish the
bottle, regardless of cues to satiety, such as nipple
detachment or turning their heads away.
“We say to the mom, why are you still giving the
bottle at two years old? The mom says, ‘She cries,
she wants it,’ ” Dr. Messito says. “We call that overfeeding with love.”
In a second study on maternal feeding practices
presented at a meeting in May, Dr. Messito and
her team compared feeding practices and dietary
intake in infancy among 200 low-socioeconomicstatus families enrolled in WIC and 200 highsocioeconomic-status patients seen in private
practice. The study showed “stark differences in
feeding styles,” she says. Both groups breast-fed
their babies, but the WIC group more often combined breast-feeding with formula feeding and was
more likely to introduce juice early and add cereal
to milk bottles. Although the infants had similar
weights at birth, by age 3 months more than twice
as many of the infants in the WIC group fell into an
overweight category.
“We have many Latina immigrant mothers here
at Bellevue, and many want to breast-feed,” Dr.
Messito says. “But when we look at why fewer than
half exclusively breast-feed, there’s a perception
among mothers that they don’t have enough breast
milk. So the response to crying is that baby must
be hungry.”
From Dr. Messito’s observations and those
reported in the literature, 20 percent to 30 percent
of immigrant mothers perceive overweight infants
as healthy. Additionally, knowledge of healthy
portion sizes and recommended fruit and vegetable
intake is often incomplete.
“Food insecurity can impact feeding style,” too,
says Dr. Messito. “If you’re more likely to run out
of food or money at the end of the month, you’re
more likely to adopt a feeding style that pressures
the infant to feed or to give your child a food treat
when you can’t afford other things.”
The solution? “Teaching sensible limit setting
around feeding is part of our intervention,” Dr.
Messito says, even though it’s “one of the most
difficult things. As a parent, you have to model
behavior—eating carrots instead of chips. You make
it the default behavior to protect your child.”
—Aubin Tyler
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A public health
researcher
studies how
people make
choices.

16

Changing
the Food
Environment
In the fall of 2009 researcher Brian Elbel, PhD,
MPH, caused an uproar by publishing a study
in Health Affairs that looked at early results of
New York City’s new calorie labeling law, the first
in the nation. The law, in effect since July 2008,
requires fast-food chains to post calorie counts
for their menu items. The effect of menu labeling
on fast-food purchases, according to the study,
was negligible.
“Labeling is not a silver bullet, not in the short
term,” says Dr. Elbel, assistant professor of
medicine. “Increasingly we know that food choices
are multifactorial and that the big drivers—taste,
convenience, and price—are hard to overcome.
We really need to focus on the food environment,
where and how people make choices.”
Dr. Elbel’s early result has since been duplicated
in other studies, including one by Stanford
University researchers, who looked at Starbucks
data for more than 100 million transactions in
New York City before and after labeling went into
effect. They found that labeling resulted in a 6
percent decline in calories chosen—a difference
of 15 calories.
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Dr. Elbel uses the tools of a relatively young
discipline, behavioral economics, the study of how
people make choices, to examine how government
policies affect the way people eat. “Food choice
has a really big impact on public health,” he says.
“It’s a ripe area for public policy, particularly
for vulnerable groups, like racial and ethnic
minorities.”
Case in point: At least 3 million New Yorkers
in low-income neighborhoods have little or no
access to a neighborhood supermarket where
they can buy fresh foods. Instead, there is a high
concentration of fast-food restaurants and bodegas
that sell less healthy foods. Not coincidentally,
residents in these same areas have high levels of
obesity and diabetes.
To attack this problem, Dr. Elbel has partnered
with a New York City initiative, FRESH, for Food
Retail Expansion to Support Health, which is
using tax credits and zoning waivers to encourage
supermarkets and grocery stores to come into
underserved areas. In one neighborhood in the
South Bronx, his team is collecting baseline data to
quantify fresh fruit and vegetable consumption by
local children—before the supermarket arrives.
“We know there’s a correlation between fresh
food availability and choice. What we don’t know
is how big an impact it will have,” Dr. Elbel says.
“But I don’t think we can wait for the perfect
intervention. The obesity problem is too large.”
An estimated 68 percent of Americans are obese
or overweight; 17 percent of American children
and teens aged 2–19 are obese and about 15 percent
are overweight, according to the latest data from
the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.
Over the next few months, Dr. Elbel hopes to
have another project up and running: a “mock
bodega” in Bellevue Hospital. “We’ll do several
things—change the prices of items, change the
labeling—to see if people avoid them or not,” he
says. By lowering prices on fruits and vegetables
and raising prices on junk food, “we’ll try to nudge
—Aubin Tyler
people toward healthy items.”
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“Food choice
has a really big
impact on public
health,” says Dr.
Elbel. “It’s a ripe
area for public
policy, particularly
for vulnerable
groups.”

anton i o conv i t, M D

Diabetes May
Have a
Hidden Risk
for the Brain

Dr. Convit
believes that
obese children
may be at
risk not only
for diabetes
but also for
compromised
cognitive
function.

When Antonio Convit, MD, submitted his first
grant to study a possible relationship between type
2 diabetes and cognitive dysfunction, a reviewer
argued that the brain gets all the glucose it needs
regardless of systemic problems. Fifteen years later,
Dr. Convit, professor of psychiatry and medicine,
has demonstrated in small studies that insulin
resistance and type 2 diabetes can affect the brain
in both adults and adolescents. If his research is
borne out on a larger scale, Dr. Convit believes it
will demonstrate that obese children may be at risk
not only for diabetes but also for compromised
cognitive function.
How this happens isn’t yet clear. Normally,
glucose is shuttled from blood to the brain to fuel
our mental energy. When a section of the brain
needs more energy, capillaries in that region
relax to recruit extra glucose from blood. Dr.
Convit speculates that with insulin resistance and
diabetes the capillaries are unable to respond to the
increased demand, thus causing a disruption that
may inhibit cognitive functioning. “The pancreas
may be working in overdrive to increase insulin

levels,” Dr. Convit says, “but the right amount of
glucose can’t get to the brain.”
A psychiatrist who has expertise in brain
imaging and neurocognitive testing (earlier in
his career he focused on Alzheimer’s disease),
Dr. Convit brings an unusual multidisciplinary
perspective to his studies. He and his colleagues
recently compared 18 adolescents with type 2
diabetes and 18 obese adolescents without insulin
resistance. Both groups were matched for age,
gender, ethnicity, socioeconomic status, body mass
index, and waist circumference. After a series of
MRI studies and a battery of neuropsychological
exams, the adolescents with diabetes showed
significantly inferior performance on IQ and
other tests. Their hippocampi, the brain region
associated with learning and memory, were 13
percent smaller than those in the noninsulin
resistant teens, according to two published studies.
A subsequent study focused on the orbitofrontal
cortex, an area involved in inhibition and impulse
control. After assessing neurological function,
self-reported eating behavior, and MRI studies
of 54 obese and 37 lean adolescents, matched for
age and other variables, Dr. Convit found that the
obese adolescents had lower brain volume and less
impulse control.
In New York City, more than one in five public
school children are obese and a similar number
of students are overweight. Several years ago, Dr.
Convit began the BODY (Banishing Obesity and
Diabetes in Youth) project in two public schools.
He and his team are identifying adolescents with
excess weight and showing them, along with
their families, how to change their diet, become
physically active, and thus improve their mind and
body. Recently he expanded his research to include
the broader metabolic syndrome associated with
obesity—insulin resistance, high blood pressure,
dyslipidemia, high triglycerides, and low HDL.
At least 8 percent of American children now
suffer from metabolic syndrome. By combining
his research with his BODY project, Dr. Convit
continues to identify relationships between obesity,
diabetes, and brain function.
—Sharon Kay
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Saving
Lives and
Limbs

Each year some 65,000 people in the United States lose part of a leg to diabetes, but
Ex-marine Gary
Pinero, 50, faced
with the prospect
of losing his left
foot, came to
the Diabetes Foot
and Ankle Center
at NYU Hospital
for Joint Diseases,
hoping for a
better option.
Right: Boot and
brace, used when
foot is spared.

some limbs can be saved.
by Gary Goldenberg
Photographs by Ethan Hill
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A Small
Foot
Wound
isn’t ordinarily cause for alarm, but
for people with diabetes any foot
injury can lead to serious infection
and even amputation. At the same
time, it can be difficult for them
to know that they are even injured—
the disease unleashes damage to
nerves and blood vessels that leads
to neuropathy, numbness in the legs
and feet.
“With neuropathy, you have less
protective sensation than normal,”
explains Kenneth Mroczek, MD,
assistant professor of orthopaedic
surgery and director of NYU
Langone Medical Center’s Hospital
for Joint Diseases (HJD) Diabetes
Foot and Ankle Center. “The loss
of feeling can be subtle, so you may
not know you’ve suffered an injury,”
Dr. Mroczek says. “We’ve seen
people come to the center with nails
or needles in their feet. They can’t
feel these injuries. And if they’re
overweight or obese—which is often
the case for people with diabetes—
they might not be physically able to
inspect their own feet.”
The toll that diabetes takes is
staggering: Each year some 65,000
people in the United States lose part
of a leg to diabetes. But it’s not a
given. “With early intervention and
proper care,” Dr. Mroczek says, “we
can prevent some amputations.”
The Diabetes Foot and Ankle
Center handles about 5,000 visits
yearly from patients with bunions,
hammer toes, ulcers, neuropathy,

Gary’s left foot: Postsurgical follow-up exam of Gary Pinero’s
left foot. Infected parts of his anklebone and hindfoot—the
results of Charcot foot disease—were removed without
amputating the limb.

poor circulation, and foot and ankle
pain. The center also serves as a
referral center for complex diabetic
foot complications, such as deepseated infections and Charcot foot (a
condition in which the bones of the
foot and ankle gradually fracture
and collapse), which may require
extensive surgical repair.
Dr. Mroczek’s treatment team
includes an array of specialists: an
endocrinologist, three podiatrists,
a nurse practitioner, a plastic and
reconstructive surgeon, a vascular
surgeon, and an orthopaedic
surgeon. A social worker is also
available to help patients navigate
the psychological, emotional, and
practical challenges of the disease.
“Patients come to our center

from all over the tri-state area who

say to me, ‘Can you save my leg?’ ” Dr.
Mroczek says. One of those is Gary
Pinero of Lyndhurst, New Jersey.
The 50-year-old former marine
was diagnosed with type 1 diabetes
at the age of 7. For four decades,
he managed to keep his disease
in check by monitoring his blood
sugar regularly, eating sensibly, and
exercising fanatically.
However in 2009 Gary developed
a severe case of Charcot foot and
faced a choice between amputation
and an operation that would leave
his ankle fused at a right angle. For
a man whose life revolved around
the martial arts, power lifting, and
motorcycle riding, it was no choice
at all.
Some 25.8 million Americans
have diabetes. People with type
1 diabetes like Gary produce no
(continued on page 22)
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Standing: Gary wears
a temporary boot
with extra stabilizing
support. Testing,
testing: Several
times a day, or more,
Gary draws blood by
pricking his finger tip.
He then measures its
glucose level.

d i a b e t es : a gl o ba l p r o b le m
Diabetes is often seen as a disease of affluence,
limited to Western nations with sedentary lifestyles
and fat- and sugar-rich diets. Unfortunately, the rest
of the world has caught up.
Since 1980 the number of adults with diabetes
worldwide has more than doubled from 153
million to 347 million, according to a study
published in The Lancet in June. Of that number,
about 138 million, or 40 percent, live in China and
India, and another 42 million, or 12 percent, live
in Brazil, Pakistan, Indonesia, Japan, and Mexico.
Overall, diabetes prevalence has risen, or at best
remained unchanged, in nearly every part of the
world during the last 30 years, the study reports.
The researchers from Imperial College London
and Harvard School of Public Health attributed
about 70 percent of the increase to population
growth and aging, which raises the risk of
diabetes. The other 30 percent was caused
by increases in such risk factors as obesity and
physical inactivity.
“Diabetes is one of the biggest causes of
morbidity and mortality worldwide,” says study
leader Majid Ezzati of Imperial College. “Our
study has shown that diabetes is becoming more
common almost everywhere in the world. This is in
contrast to blood pressure and cholesterol [levels],
which have both fallen in many regions. Diabetes
is much harder to prevent and treat than these
other conditions.”
The World Health Organization estimates that
diabetes is the ninth most common cause of
mortality worldwide, accounting for 1.26 million
deaths annually.
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G ARY P IN E RO ’ S TR E ATM E NT T E AM

at t he H O S P ITA L f o r j o i n t d i se a ses D i a b e t es f o ot a n d a n K le c e n t e r

From Left: Kenneth Mroczek, MD, center director and orthopaedic surgeon, Annie Lu, ANP, nurse practitioner
Robert M. Lind, MD, endocrinologist, Abigail Johnson, LMSW, social worker, Nabil Fahim, DPM, podiatrist

insulin, the hormone that regulates
sugar metabolism. Several times
a day, they must draw a tiny drop
of blood and dab it on a test strip
to make sure their glucose levels
remain in a certain zone: too low, and
they can slip into a potentially fatal
diabetic coma, possibly within hours;
too high, and they face an elevated
risk of long-term complications
like blindness, kidney failure, and
heart disease. However, with regular
testing and careful use of insulin,
along with a balanced diet and
regular exercise, people with type
1 diabetes can remain healthy for
decades.
People with type 2 diabetes, the
predominant form of the disease,
either do not produce enough
insulin or their cells become insulin
resistant, causing their glucose
levels to soar. They too must follow
a strict regimen of diet, exercise, and
drugs to avoid serious long-term
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complications of the disease.
“A vast amount of diabetes care
falls to the individual—more so than
in almost any other disease,” says
Abigail Johnson, LMSW, the center’s
social worker. “Diabetes requires
constant attention. But the doctor
can’t be there every minute of the day.
Your responsibility for managing the
disease never ends.”
Not surprisingly, some patients
experience so-called diabetes
burnout and take “holidays” from
the disease, says Robert M. Lind,
MD, assistant professor of medicine
and orthopaedic surgery, the center’s
endocrinologist. Others go on
permanent vacation or lapse into
depression. “It’s a 24/7 condition,”
he says. “It takes a lot of dedication to
remain compliant.”
“Some of our patients don’t even
monitor their blood sugar,” Dr.
Mroczek laments. “That’s unfortunate.
People whose glucose levels are well
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controlled usually do better with their
diabetic foot disease.”
A watchmaker with a penchant
for detail, Gary falls at the other
end of the spectrum. “I’m fixated
on knowing my blood sugar. You’ll
never find me without this,” he says,
lifting a small black bag containing
his glucose monitor, test strips, and
insulin. He also keeps an assortment
of juices with different sugar
concentrations on hand should his
sugar levels fall too low.
Gary’s life began to unravel in

2008 when he noticed during his daily
foot check that his left ankle was more
swollen than usual. He had seriously
injured the same ankle twice in the
past, first in the military, jumping from
a helicopter, and then in a car crash.
Both times, he recovered. Charcot foot
would prove to be more traumatic.
Gary kept up his busy athletic
schedule for a time with custom-

made braces and then with a
supportive boot. Under constant
stress, however, the diseased bones
in his left foot and ankle fractured
and collapsed, resulting in a severe
deformity. Eventually a wound
opened on his foot leading to
infection. When his local surgeon
pushed him to decide between
amputation and reconstructive
surgery, Gary made an appointment
at the Diabetes Foot and Ankle
Center, hoping for a better option.
Dr. Mroczek agreed that Gary
would eventually need either
amputation or surgery, but he didn’t
press the issue. “It’s important to see
the patient as more than a foot that
needs treatment,” Dr. Mroczek says.
“In Gary’s case, he’s a husband, an
employee, an athlete. We needed to
consider all of that.” Once more, Gary
was fitted with a special brace, plus
a padded shoe to take the pressure
off his foot ulcer. “As long as he could
function with a brace, that was fine,”
says podiatrist Nabil Fahim, DPM.
“He wasn’t in immediate danger, and
there was a chance, with proper rest,
the bones would fuse together on
their own.”
By mid-2010, however, Gary’s
ankle was not only grossly
deformed, but the infection had
crept into his bones. Now he had
to make that choice. Dr. Mroczek
suggested amputation might be best,
considering Gary’s active lifestyle.
“Amputation isn’t necessarily a bad
option for some people,” Dr. Mroczek
says. “No one wants to lose a leg, but
you can actually be more athletic
with a prosthesis.”
“With amputation, there’s a lot
of psychological processing to do,”
notes Annie Lu, ANP, the center’s
nurse practitioner. “Many patients
put it off. If the underlying problem
is not causing them to be ill, they
can delay the decision indefinitely.
We’ve had cases where people have
remained wheelchair-bound for
years even though their feet were
useless and unrecognizable.”
To help Gary decide and plan
ahead, Dr. Mroczek referred him
to Ms. Johnson, the center’s social
worker. “Naturally, Gary was pretty
down,” she recalls. “Coming to terms

d i a b e t es :
r i sks a n d
c o m pl i cat i o n s

with not being as active was difficult
for him. He didn’t engage with me
much, in terms of counseling. What
he wanted was to know that I would
be there if he needed assistance.”
Ms. Johnson also performed a
psychosocial assessment, ensuring
that Gary would have the necessary
support at home, whatever therapy
he chose. “Part of my role is to
help patients plan for shopping,
transportation, and so on,” she says.
Gary eventually decided to undergo
reconstructive surgery, which was
scheduled for late October 2010.
Considering the damage to his leg, the
operation was certain to be difficult,
and there was no guarantee it would
succeed. But the outcome wasn’t the
team’s only concern. Like any other
surgical patient, Gary would have to
refrain from eating for many hours
before surgery. Counting the time
under anesthesia and in recovery,
he would not have any food for up
to 20 hours. For the average patient,
it’s an inconvenience; for a person
with type 1 diabetes, it’s potentially
life-threatening, says Dr. Lind, who
ensured that Gary’s blood sugar
remained stable during his hospital
stay.
Dr. Mroczek removed the infected
parts of Gary’s anklebone and
hindfoot, shortening his leg. Next, he
stabilized the joint with a temporary
external fixator in which pins were
anchored into healthy bone and
secured together outside the skin with
clamps and rods. After five days in
the hospital, Gary was discharged to
an inpatient rehabilitation facility,
where he was put on round-theclock intravenous antibiotic therapy
needed to prevent infection until the
external fixator could be removed. A
month later, he went home.
Although Gary’s prognosis was
good, his ordeal was far from over.
He had to remain in the external
fixator for two more months. After
that, he still faced two months in a
non-weight-bearing cast, two months
in a walking cast, and six months
in a brace. By June 2011, Gary was
wearing a walking cast, progressing
on schedule. If all goes well, he’ll
eventually be able to get by with just
a shoe with a lift. It’s not exactly the
ending he wanted, but he’s overjoyed
to get back on his own two feet.

Diabetes mellitus, a group of metabolic
diseases characterized by high levels
of glucose in the blood, affects an
estimated 25.8 million Americans, more
than 8.3 percent of the population.
Another 79 million Americans are
thought to have prediabetes, in which
blood sugar levels are higher than
normal but not yet high enough to be
diagnosed as diabetes.

• T ype 1 diabetes results when

the pancreas makes no insulin,
a hormone regulating sugar
metabolism. The cause is unknown,
although genetics, viruses, and
autoimmune problems are thought
to play a role. Type 1 is typically
diagnosed in children, adolescents,
or young adults and accounts for
about 5 percent of all cases of
diabetes.

• T ype 2 diabetes occurs when the body
does not produce enough insulin or
the cells become insulin resistant.
Risk factors include obesity, poor
diet, and lack of exercise. Type 2
usually starts in adulthood, but more
children and adolescents are being
diagnosed.

•G
 estational diabetes develops when
pregnancy hormones block the
action of insulin. Blood sugar levels
often return to normal after delivery.

•M
 alnutrition-related diabetes is

a poorly understood form of the
disease thought to be triggered by
nutritional deficiency during prenatal
development or childhood. Most
cases occur in developing countries.

Symptoms Blurred vision, excessive
thirst, fatigue, frequent urination, and
weight loss. Some people with type 2
remain symptom free for many years.
ComplicationS Heart disease,
neuropathy (nerve damage), vision
loss, hypertension, kidney disease,
stroke, and foot ulcers that commonly
result in amputation.
Treatment There is no cure for diabetes.

Treatment involves medication,
diet, and exercise to control blood
sugar and prevent symptoms and
complications.
Those with type 1 diabetes require daily
injections of insulin.

Sources: Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention, American Diabetes Foundation,
and National Center for Biotechnology
Information, National Library of Medicine.
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“Why Can’t
They Just Stop
Eating?”
Educating physicians to treat obesity
When Melanie Jay, MD, was a resident at the NYU School
of Medicine nine years ago, she became frustrated
because so many of her patients had health issues caused,
at least in part, by obesity.
Although she knew how to treat the
medical conditions, she also knew
she should do something about their
weight. But, she says, “I just didn’t
know how to address the issue.”
Dr. Jay’s experience is not unusual.
In fact, in examination rooms across
the country obesity is often the proverbial elephant in the room. Even
physicians who have been practicing
for years often sidestep the issue.
Many physicians don’t have the time
to bring it up, especially with patients
seeking care for difficult obesityrelated diseases. Other physicians
feel unqualified to counsel patients
on weight loss and nutrition or fear
offending them by bringing up a
weight problem. According to a study
Dr. Jay published in the journal BMC
Health Services Research, only about 56
percent of the physicians surveyed
felt qualified to treat obesity. The
study also revealed that more than 40
percent of physicians had a negative
reaction toward obese patients. As Dr.
Jay puts it, “Some physicians blame
the patient. They think, ‘Why can’t
they just stop eating?’ ”

But as obesity rates climb, so do
concerns about the laxity in treating it. Indeed, obesity is associated
with the staggering rise of diabetes
worldwide—about 347 million people
in 2011, double the number who had
the disease in 1980. Just as ominous,
obesity contributes to a host of other
disorders, including heart disease,
arthritis, and cancers (colon, breast,
endometrial, kidney, esophageal, gall
bladder, ovarian, and pancreatic).

“Physicians are realizing that obesity
needs to be treated as a health issue,”
says Dr. Jay, now a general internist
and assistant professor of medicine at
NYU School of Medicine.
Dr. Jay is one of a growing number
of physicians who are working to
improve physicians’ weight management counseling skills and education.
She holds seminars and classes at
the School of Medicine on how best
to counsel patients about weight and
conducts studies looking at how often
and how well physicians deal with the
issue. Her studies reveal that some
doctors do not discuss weight with
patients at all, but even those who do
may not discuss specific behavioral
changes, such as diet and exercise.
Others do make suggestions but then
fail to follow up to see how the patient
is doing. “It is a time-consuming process,” Dr. Jay explains, “but there are
ways to do it.”
Teaching residents what works best

is the focus of Dr. Jay’s classes and
seminars. This fall, for instance, she
will oversee a one-week intersession
devoted to malnutrition and obesity
for the class of 2013. Former student
Rani Nandiwada, MD, a second-year
resident, credits Dr. Jay with helping
her improve the way she deals with
obese patients. “I now know that it’s
often helpful to patients to set a small
goal that they can accomplish and
then follow up on it.” For example,
Dr. Nandiwada sometimes asks her
patients to keep a food diary, listing
everything they eat. “It helps to see
what the big themes are,” she says. Dr.

Nandiwada also knows from personal
experience that keeping a food diary
helps patients realize how much they
are eating. Last year, during one of Dr.
Jay’s seminars on obesity, she kept her
own food diary. “I would put in what I
was eating and then suddenly realize
how many calories I was consuming
over the day,” she says. “When you
actually have to think about everything you put in your mouth, it really
changes your outlook.”
In 2003 when Dr. Jay was still a
resident, she and two other residents
started the Weight Management Clinic
at Bellevue Hospital, NYU School of
Medicine’s primary teaching affiliate.
Today Dr. Jay’s colleague, Michelle
McMacken, MD, general internist
and assistant professor of medicine,
heads the facility. One of the clinic’s
goals, she says, is to teach doctors how
to help obese patients make intensive—and lasting—lifestyle changes.
The first step is teaching residents
how to take weight, dietary, and exercise histories. These provide a broad
picture of the factors contributing to
the patient’s weight problem. According to Dr. McMacken, because there
is limited time in the primary care
visit, “we try to teach residents more
efficient ways to take these histories,
asking questions such as what fruits
and vegetables do you eat regularly;
do you cook at home or eat out?’
Doctors then learn to encourage
patients to make lifestyle changes.
Highly motivated patients sometimes
make huge changes, but many more
have a hard time. That’s where the
doctor’s support is crucial, according
to Rob Caldwell, MD, assistant professor in the Department of Medicine and
director of the Gouverneur Healthcare
Services Adult Weight Management
Clinic. “Patients are sometimes resistant to making changes in their
diet or to exercising,” he explains, “but
patients are resistant to treating lots of
other conditions too.
“So we as physicians need to learn
techniques for helping patients
become more engaged in the process
of treating obesity. There are effective
ways to do that but it takes time, and
trial and error, to refine a strategy for
—Jane Bosveld
each patient.”
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Blocking
Rage!

For the past two
decades, Ann Marie
Schmidt, MD, has been
leading the fight against
this angry-sounding
protein that triggers the
devastating cascade
of interactions known as
diabetes.
by

bijal p. trivedi
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Diabetes has reached epidemic proportions, with approximately
347 million cases worldwide, according to a recent report in The
Lancet. Here in the United States almost 26 million fight the
disease—more than 8 percent of the population—placing a huge
burden on the economy and
the healthcare system. In
		
T w e n t y y e a rs ag o, A n n M a r i e S c h m i d t, M D ( ’ 8 3 ) ,
2007 diabetes cost the nation
r e n d e z vo u s e d at a n a b at to i r e v e r y m o n t h o r s o to p i c k u p a
$174 billion.
pr e c i o u s c o n s i g n m e n t: a cooler filled with bloody bovine
Diabetes is a metabolic
aortas, fresh from the slaughterhouse. In the lab Dr. Schmidt would remove
disorder in which the body
the slippery, cartilaginous vessels, carefully coiled and packed in ice; she would rinse them
cannot regulate the level of
and slice them lengthwise, then gently scrape them with a razor blade to harvest the thin
sugar in the blood. Typically
layer of endothelial cells lining the vessel walls. She would then grow and nurture these
after a meal, food is broken
cells in a nutritious broth in orange-capped flasks.
down into glucose, which then
enters the bloodstream. A
Today Dr. Schmidt is a world-renowned diabetes researcher
hormone called insulin, made in the pancreas, escorts the glucose
and the Iven Young Professor of Endocrinology and professor of
into the cell, where it is converted into energy. In those people with
pharmacology and pathology at NYU School of Medicine. But back
type 1 diabetes, the pancreas doesn’t produce insulin; in type 2, a
in 1990, while a postdoctoral researcher at Columbia University, she condition often associated with obesity, the body can’t seem to use
was trying to figure out how her patients’ chronic high blood sugar
the insulin the pancreas produces. The upshot of both type 1 and
levels caused inflammation and leaking in their blood vessels,
type 2 diabetes is that blood sugar levels rise, glucose spills into the
wreaking havoc on them. Ultimately these leaking vessels initiated
urine, and the body can’t use its primary energy source.
most of the devastating complications that plague diabetic patients.
For the past two decades, Dr. Schmidt has risen through the
Other teams had noted that,
academic ranks at Columbia University by
as blood sugar levels rose,
focusing almost exclusively on RAGE, which
sugar altered proteins that
binds to the sugarcoated AGEs. The AGEcirculated in the bloodstream.
RAGE interaction alters gene activity within
These sugarcoated proteins,
endothelial and other cells targeted for
or AGEs (advanced glycation
damage in diabetes. Those cells spew
end products), were sticking
chemical attractants that lure immune cells,
to blood vessel walls and
which then release chemicals that weaken
forming deposits. But it
and inflame the blood vessels. When the
wasn’t clear whether AGEs
blood vessels begin leaking, immune cells
were merely biomarkers of
flow into the surrounding tissues, triggering
high blood sugar levels or
more inflammation. Such leaky blood vessels
instigators that bonded to
in the eye can lead to blindness. In the kidney,
a specific molecule on
leaky vessels cause fibrosis and scarring that
endothelial cells and triggered
eventually block the organ’s function. In the
the damage. Dr. Schmidt
large blood vessels, the inflammatory cells
reasoned that if the AGEs
beckoned by the AGE-RAGE partnership
were actually homing in on
breach and damage any obstructions in the
a molecular target on the cell,
blood vessel, contributing to atherosclerosis.
then some type of drug might
As a result, diabetes is the leading cause of
potentially block that
blindness and kidney failure. More than 60
interaction and avert the
percent of people with diabetes have some
damage.
nervous system damage, and most
Using sugarcoated AGEs
nontraumatic limb amputations are
as bait, she fished for
performed in people with the disease. They
something on the surface of
also have a three to four times higher risk of
Schematic drawn by Dr. Schmidt of RAGE
receptor that triggers complications of diabetes
endothelial cells that would
heart disease and stroke.
and is a potential therapeutic target.
“stick.” The molecule she
“There are no therapies out there right now
reeled in was a protein she
to specifically prevent complications,” Dr.
called RAGE (receptor for advanced glycation end products).
Schmidt says. But her work is likely to change that.
RAGE has become the focus of her career, and the protein may
Diabetes is a vicious cycle because high blood sugar produces
also very well prove to be a key player in diabetic complications.
more AGEs, which stimulate the body’s cells to produce more
RAGE. “This escalates the damage,” Dr. Schmidt says, “because if
you can’t shut this cycle off, then the inflammatory and damaging
If w e ca n f i g u r e o u t t h e
responses that are induced are sustained.”
Dr. Schmidt’s tenure at Columbia yielded many dramatic
m e c h a n i sm , the good
findings, but the most tantalizing was her finding that giving mice
part is, there may
a RAGE inhibitor or genetically deleting the animals’ RAGE
receptor protected them from complications. The animals had
be therapies down
less atherosclerosis and considerably less nerve, retinal, and
kidney damage.
the line.
She notes that after this treatment, “the mice are healthy, have
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an average life span, and reproduce normally.” In fact if given very
dramatic doses of lethal pathogens they respond better than the
average mouse—which means that RAGE isn’t critical for ridding
the body of bacteria or viruses.
Based on these findings, Pfizer and TransTech Pharma, two
pharmaceutical companies, are testing drugs that block the AGERAGE interaction.
One more feather in her cap is Dr. Schmidt’s just having
received a $2.3 million grant from the Juvenile Diabetes Research
Foundation International (JDRF) to explore yet another approach.
“We have discovered the molecule inside the cell that the RAGE
binds to in order to initiate the signaling.”
One portion of the RAGE molecule sits outside the cell and
interacts with AGEs to amp up inflammation. The tail portion
of RAGE is tucked inside the cell. It’s this portion that interacts
with signaling molecules to trigger the self-destructive chemical
cascade that destroys blood vessels. With JDRF funding, Dr.
Schmidt will pursue a new breed of RAGE inhibitors to block
that interaction.
Last year Dr. Schmidt returned to NYU with a team of 20
researchers to lead the Diabetes Research Program. For Dr.
Schmidt it’s a homecoming. She earned her BA in biology from
NYU’s Washington Square College, and she’s a graduate of the
NYU School of Medicine, where she also completed her medical
residency and a fellowship in hematology and medical oncology.

She followed this with a move to Columbia in 1990.
Most recently she has started collaborating with Edward A.
Fisher, MD, PhD, the Leon H. Charney Professor of Cardiovascular
Medicine and professor of pediatrics and cell biology, who is known
for probing the ebb and flow of atherosclerotic plaques. Dr. Fisher
recently proved that lowering the so-called bad cholesterol, or LDL,
shrinks plaques in diabetic mice less effectively than in healthy
ones. This finding mirrors clinical observations that medicines
called statins are less effective at reversing the buildup of
cholesterol-laden plaques in patients with diabetes. Drs. Schmidt
and Fisher are joining forces to discover whether this impaired
plaque regression is due to RAGE or another factor. They plan to
see whether diabetic mice genetically engineered to lack RAGE
have plaques that regress more rapidly—research launched with
the support of a $100,000 NYU grant.
“Diabetes is too complicated a disease to be cured with one pill,”
Schmidt says. “We need to understand the different pathways that
cause each complication and then develop combination therapies,
which has been done successfully with cancer.”
The new research with Dr. Fisher may guide the way for treating
atherosclerosis in people with diabetes. “A statin plus a RAGE
inhibitor may be better than either of them alone in getting the
benefits of lipid lowering and RAGE blocking,” Dr. Schmidt says.
“If we can figure out the mechanism, the good part is, there may be
therapies down the line.”

R e e s ta b l i s h i n g
Control

so, researchers could try to
recreate the molecule’s activity
in a drug, thereby creating a
better “brake pedal” for the
immune system.
Alan Frey, PhD, associate
professor of cell biology, is
pursuing a different strategy to
subdue intolerant T cells by
luring them to their own deaths,
thereby enabling treatment
methods such as replacing
destroyed beta cells through
stem cell therapy. “If you can’t
get rid of the autoimmune
disease or the mechanisms
which cause it, then who cares
if you can make stem cell
replacements? The body’s
going to reject them,” he says.
T cells are normally known for
their precise recognition of
unique protein tags called antigens that stud the surface of
foreign cells. In type 1 diabetes,
some of these immune specialists instead latch on to antigens
covering the surface of beta
cells. Dr. Frey hopes to identify
as many of these antigen tags
as possible, and then eliminate
their T cell assailants with decoy
tags linked to a drug. Upon
contact, the drug would activate a death receptor on the T
cells, commanding the aggressors to commit suicide.

Ca n t h e da m ag e
cau s e d b y d i a b e t e s
b e r e v e rs e d ?

The immune system’s exquisite sensitivity in detecting and
attacking foreign enemies
backfires in type 1 diabetes.
Three projects led by NYU
Langone Medical Center
researchers and funded by
the Leona M. and Harry B.
Helmsley Charitable Trust are
seeking new ways to halt the
destruction of insulin-producing
cells in the pancreas before it
is too late.
“The questions in the field are:
Why does this happen to begin
with? And once it’s happened,
is there any way to reverse it?”
says Adrian Erlebacher, MD, PhD,
assistant professor of pathology.
The overall goal of all three
projects, he says, is to take
advantage of a honeymoon
period after patients are first
diagnosed, when type 1 diabetes could be quelled before
specialized white blood cell
assassins known as T cells
obliterate the beta cells of the
pancreas. During that window

of opportunity, the T cells might
still be re-educated to accept
beta cells as part of the body, a
concept known as tolerance.
Juan Jose Lafaille, PhD,
associate professor of pathology
and molecular pathogenesis,
likens the faulty immune
process behind the progression
of the disease to a car that has
lost the necessary balance
between acceleration and
braking. “We believe people
get sick with diabetes not only
because the immune system
goes too hard on the gas pedal,
but also because sometimes
the brake is broken,” he says.
“Even if you don’t push the gas
too hard, you are not able to
stop the immune responses,
and you start damaging your
own tissues.”
Dr. Lafaille’s lab has shown
that a molecule called beta
catenin significantly improves
the ability of specialized
immune cells to act as brakes
in halting the runaway autoimmunity behind multiple sclerosis
and a form of inflammatory
bowel disease in mice. His
group is testing whether beta
catenin might similarly enhance
the braking function of these
regulatory T cells, as they’re
known, in type 1 diabetes. If
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Dr. Erlebacher is using pregnancy, which he calls “the
ultimate test case of immune
tolerance,” as yet another
vehicle for exploring how to
restore tolerance in type 1
diabetes. “When a placental
mammal becomes pregnant,
the maternal immune system
is faced with antigens that are
definitely foreign,” he says.
“And there’s really no reason
for the maternal immune system
to be tolerant to those antigens.
Yet, in the vast majority of cases,
women successfully carry pregnancies to term.”
This immunological paradox,
Dr. Erlebacher believes, may be
due to tiny capsules released
by the placenta. As they course
through the mother’s bloodstream, the particles may carry
messages instructing her
immune system to leave the
developing fetus alone.
Intriguingly, women with
autoimmune diseases like rheumatoid arthritis and multiple
sclerosis often improve during
a pregnancy. Identifying the
factors involved in that immune
détente, Dr. Erlebacher says,
could help researchers devise
ways of preventing the destruction of beta cells.
—bryn nelson
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Around Campus

Denise Joy Harrison, MD, beside the
sculpture entitled “Thundering Silence”
by Paul Shier that is dedicated to the
firemen and other first responders who
lost their lives in the collapse of the trade
towers on 9/11. A watch from the site of
the disaster is part of the sculpture, which
stands in the lobby of the ambulatory
care building of Bellevue Hospital
Center, where Dr. Harrison heads a
clinic for first responders.

Ten Years On

In the aftermath of 9/11, asthma and other conditions persist.
Last December, Manhattan accountant
Jerry Borg became the 2,753rd victim of
the 9/11 terrorist attacks when he died
from a rare immune lung disorder known
as pulmonary sarcoidosis. In June, six
months after Borg’s death and nearly 10
years after the disaster, the New York
City medical examiner officially ruled his
death a homicide.
Borg, who had been treated at the World
Trade Center Environmental Health
Center at Bellevue Hospital, became just
the third New York City worker whose
eventual death was definitively traced
back to the toxic cloud of dust unleashed
by the towers’ collapse.
The ruling ensures that his name will
appear along with those of the other
victims in the 9/11 memorial. It also helps
validate a compelling conclusion reached
through the nearly decadelong detective
work of NYU clinicians and other medical
researchers: Beyond the horrific loss of
life from the towers’ destruction, the act
of terrorism spawned an environmental
catastrophe with surprising and farreaching consequences.
“In the past 10 years, there’s been
growing recognition of the concept that
the World Trade Center attack was a

disaster not only for the people who were
killed in the destruction of the buildings,
but it was an environmental disaster
with adverse health effects for a wide
range of individuals,” says Joan Reibman,
MD, associate professor of medicine
and environmental health and medical
director of the Bellevue-based clinic that
cares for affected residents, workers, and
students. “That’s been a major, major
breakthrough.”
Dr. Reibman remembers being
questioned at a U.S. Senate committee
hearing about whether her health center
was really necessary and struggling to
secure funding for the early research
needed to gauge the magnitude of the
health impact on residents. But she says
she’s since witnessed an evolution from
widespread denial to acceptance of the
profound repercussions of 9/11.
Denise Joy Harrison, MD, assistant
professor of medicine and environmental
health, who heads a Bellevue clinic for firefighters, construction workers, and other
responders, has likewise seen a broader
recognition of the fact that some patients
need chronic care for symptoms that are
still getting worse. In a new federal act
signed into law on January 2, 2011, the
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government set aside $1.5 billion to pay
for monitoring and treatment programs
for firefighters and other responders, and
residents and other community members.
Researchers estimate that 40,000
rescue and recovery workers and
300,000 residents may have been
exposed to caustic toxins and pollution
following the towers’ collapse. A decade
later, doctors are still finding startlingly
high rates of asthma, interstitial lung
diseases, sinusitis, sleep apnea, and other
forms of lung, airway, and digestive tract
inflammation among those groups.
One of the ongoing challenges, however,
has been linking such diseases back to
a cloud that contained everything from
pulverized cement and glass to gypsum
and asbestos. In the first of a series of
groundbreaking studies, Dr. Reibman and
her colleagues demonstrated that 9/11 did,
in fact, contribute to adverse health effects
in the local resident population. Followup research suggested that these effects
could be documented through objective
measures like medication use and doctor
visits, that worse health outcomes were
associated with greater exposure to the
dust and fumes, and that the problems
have been persistent.
Other research has added weight to
what Dr. Reibman and Dr. Harrison
see regularly among their patients:
Standard lung function measurements
often suggest that nothing’s wrong. More
rigorous tests, however, have detected
abnormalities in many WTC patients that
are consistent with the degradation or
blockage of smaller airways. The research
is important, Dr. Reibman says, “because
it suggests that there are more detailed
measurements one can do when looking
at lung function after an environmental
insult.”
Like the handful of other clinics
for responders and residents spread
throughout the New York City
photograph by
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Researchers estimate that 40,000 rescue
and recovery workers and 300,000 residents
may have been exposed to caustic toxins
and pollution following the towers’ collapse.

metropolitan area, both Bellevue clinics
are seeing a high incidence of persistent
respiratory disorders. In one monitoring
group of more than 2,300 WTC patients,
overall asthma rates are 17.4 percent,
compared with community rates of 5 to
12 percent. Among patients who were
smokers but asymptomatic before the
disaster, Dr. Harrison’s clinic is also
seeing what’s known as World Trade
Center–aggravated emphysema—a double
whammy to the lungs.
Many patients are showing signs
of gastrointestinal reflux disorder, an
unexpected ailment that the clinicians
suspect may be related to ingestion of
dust. Dr. Harrison also wants to conduct
sleep studies to examine whether sleep
apnea in some of her patients may be
caused by upper airway obstructions.
And then there’s the question of cancer
risk. “Is the unusual composition of the
dust after the 9/11 tragedy carcinogenic,
and are we expected to see increased
incidence of lung and other cancers as
a result of this exposure?” she asks. A
recent scientific review by the National
Institute for Occupational Safety and
Health controversially concluded that
“insufficient” evidence exists for such a
link so far, leading the federal government
to exclude cancer from the list of covered
ailments in its 9/11 health fund. Only
a single peer-reviewed study on the
association between exposure and cancer
development has been published to date.
Dr. Reibman notes that many of her
own patients complain of persistent
headaches, and some cannot be explained
by inflammation of the sinuses and nasal
passageways. Could there be a link to the
dust and fumes released on and after 9/11?
Even now, she says, clinicians are seeing
a wide range of conditions that they don’t
fully understand. “That’s why it’s so
important that when somebody dies, we
really look at their case,” she says.
photograph by

ethan Hill

Although doctors don’t yet know
what causes pulmonary sarcoidosis, the
disease that killed Jerry Borg, research
has pointed to an environmental trigger
among those who are susceptible. Two
post-9/11 studies found a significantly
elevated incidence of the rare disease
among firefighters and other responders,
and both Dr. Harrison and Dr. Reibman
have seen multiple patients with the
condition in their own WTC clinics.
Furthermore, not all 9/11 injuries
are physical. Dr. Harrison says mental
health disorders are the fastest growing
reason for visits to her clinic. About half
of her patients are police officers, many
of whom are now retiring and receiving
more treatment for post-traumatic stress
disorder, depression, and anxiety. “I
think they had their guard up for the last
10 years, and now that they’ve retired,

they’ve allowed the guard to go down
because their job doesn’t depend on it
anymore,” she says.
Clinicians are also exploring the link
between severe lung ailments and mental
health. “We believe in theory that people
with post-traumatic stress disorder have
worsening asthma symptoms and are less
responsive to treatment for their asthma,”
Dr. Harrison says. The still unanswered
question is which symptom may be
exacerbating the other.
Dr. Reibman says she still occasionally
battles the perception that people
who weren’t involved in the rescue
and recovery effort could fall ill. The
accumulating research, though, convinced
enough legislators to pass the recent
federal legislation that provides better
funding security as Dr. Harrison and Dr.
Reibman begin to manage more of their
patients’ illnesses as chronic diseases.
The final death toll linked to 9/11 may not
be determined for years, but the ongoing
work at Bellevue is providing critical
long-term care to the survivors and
crucial lessons that may help minimize
the casualties of future environmental
—bryn nelson
disasters.
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Joan Reibman, MD,
heads a clinic in Bellevue
that cares for residents,
workers, and students near
Ground Zero.
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Faculty News

Dafna Bar-Sagi, PhD, professor and chair of the Department
of Biochemistry, was named senior vice president and vice dean
for science, chief scientific officer in July. In her new position, Dr.
Bar-Sagi will lead efforts to advance science at NYU Langone
Medical Center and reinforce its reputation as a leading research
institution in the United States.
Over the last five years, as head of the Department of Biochemistry, Dr. Bar-Sagi successfully expanded collaborations between
basic and clinical scientists, led faculty development efforts, and
increased both the department’s talent and funding portfolios.
Prior to joining the Medical Center in 2006, Dr. Bar-Sagi
headed the Department of Molecular Genetics and Microbiology
at the State University of New York (SUNY) at Stony Brook. She
earned her undergraduate and master’s degrees from Bar-Ilan
University, Israel, and her PhD from SUNY at Stony Brook.
One of the country’s leading cancer biologists, she is widely
known for elucidating cellular pathways involved in controlling
cell growth. She has published more than 100 peer-reviewed
research papers on the molecular mechanisms underlying tumor
development, devoting considerable research to ras proteins,
essential control elements of molecular machineries that drive
many human cancers.
Dr. Bar-Sagi succeeds Vivian Lee, MD, PhD, MBA, who was
named senior vice president for health sciences at the University
of Utah, dean of the University of Utah School of Medicine, and
CEO of University of Utah Health Care.

Dr. Lehma n N R ecei v es
C ONKLIN ME DA L FOR
D E VELOPMENTA L B IOLOGY
Ruth Lehmann, PhD, the Laura and
Isaac Perlmutter Professor of Cell
Biology and director of the Skirball
Institute of Biomolecular Medicine and the
Helen L. and Martin S. Kimmel Center for
Stem Cell Biology, received the prestigious
2011 Edwin Grant Conklin Medal from the
Society for Developmental Biology for her
distinguished and sustained research.
Dr. Lehmann is widely known for her
pioneering work on germ cells, which
give rise to egg and sperm during early
development of the embryo. By studying
aberrant development of mutants in
the fruit fly, her research has laid the
foundation for understanding the potential
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causes of germ-line cancers and sterility.
Her lab discovered mechanisms that
control intracellular RNA regulation and
demonstrated an important role for lipid
signaling in germ cell migration and
survival.
Dr. Lehmann has published more than
100 studies in the peer-reviewed literature.
In addition to being a prolific researcher,
she is an exemplary mentor, teacher, and
administrator.
Dr. Lehmann is a Howard Hughes
Medical Institute Investigator and a
member of the American Academy of Arts
and Sciences and the National Academy
of Sciences.
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Dr. M armar
to S tudy
PTSD in
National Surv e y
Charles R. Marmar, MD, the
Lucius N. Littauer Professor of
Psychiatry and chair of the
Department of Psychiatry, will lead the
clinical evaluation component of a
national survey on the long-term effects
of combat-related post-traumatic stress
disorder (PTSD) and other related health
conditions on Vietnam veterans.
The three-year National Vietnam
Veterans Longitudinal Study (NVVLS)
will serve as a follow-up to a landmark
investigation conducted nearly 25
years ago. “It is imperative that VA
clinicians and health service delivery
planners have information about
the veterans who participated in the
original study to identify needs for future
health and mental health services for
aging Vietnam veterans,” said Dr.
Marmar, who served on the original
study’s research team.

NIH Awards
$84 Million to
Dr. Judith Hochman
The National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute
of the National Institutes of Health (NIH) has awarded
the largest grant in NYU Langone Medical Center’s
history—$84 million—to Judith Hochman, MD,
director of the Cardiovascular Clinical Research
Center and co-director of the Clinical Translational
Science Institute. She will lead a study to evaluate the
comparative effectiveness of two initial management
strategies for patients with coronary heart disease. The
study, funded by one of the largest grants ever awarded
by the NIH for such a trial, will be clinically coordinated from NYU Langone’s Cardiovascular Clinical
Research Center.
“If a patient has a very abnormal stress test, I start
them on medication,” explains Dr. Hochman, the study chair for the new ISCHEMIA (International Study of Comparative Health Effectiveness with Medical and Invasive Approaches)
trial and the grant’s principal investigator. “In addition to medications for their heart, should
I schedule them for a coronary angiogram, with the goal of having those arteries opened,
because that’s going to improve their outcome? That’s an invasive strategy. Or is a conservative
strategy—medication and lifestyle changes, reserving invasive procedures for failure of this
strategy—just as good?”
Set to begin in summer 2012, ISCHEMIA will enroll 8,000 patients with moderate to severe
ischemia (impaired blood flow) at 500 centers in 33 countries, including 150 medical centers
in the United States. Patients will be randomly assigned to either the more invasive treatment
involving angiograms, angioplasty and stenting, coronary bypass surgery, and medications
and lifestyle changes, or a conservative strategy of medications and lifestyle changes alone.
“We don’t know the best treatment for this common disease,” says Dr. Hochman, the Harold
Snyder Family Professor of Cardiology, and the stakes are high. More than 80 million adults
in the U.S. have some form of cardiovascular disease—the number one killer, claiming about
864,000 lives annually.

Dr. LlinÁs Named
University Professor
Rodolfo Llinás, MD, PhD, the Thomas

William Schlenger, PhD, a nationally
recognized expert in behavioral health
at Abt Associates, a health and social
policy research company, will direct the
NVVLS. The U.S. Department of Veterans
Affairs recently awarded Abt $6.7 million
in funding to conduct the research. As
part of that funding, Abt has provided
$1.6 million to Dr. Marmar to lead the
study’s clinical evaluation component.

•

and Suzanne Murphy Professor of
Neuroscience and chair of the Department
of Neuroscience and Physiology, has been named
University Professor, an honor bestowed by New
York University in recognition of outstanding faculty
scholars whose work reflects exceptional breadth.
He is the only current School of Medicine faculty
member with this title.
Dr. Llinás is a world-renowned neuroscientist
who studies the brain from the submicroscopic
level, where molecules influence physiology, to
the macroscopic, where thought and the mind
shape behavior. He is especially known for pioneering magnetoencephalography
(MEG), a highly sensitive, noninvasive technology for measuring the brain’s electrical
activity, and for elucidating how certain brain diseases arise from thalamocortical
dysrhythmia, the disruption of connections between the thalamus and the cortex.

•
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Faculty Conversation
A conversation with
John Rotrosen, MD

The High Cost of Addiction
New treatments offer hope to millions struggling with addiction,
but many obstacles remain.

Over 50 million Americans suffer

from addictive disorders—compulsive
use of licit and illicit drugs, alcohol, and
tobacco, and behaviors such as gambling,
risky sex, and disordered eating. The
numbers are overwhelming: 20 percent
of American adults are dependent on
tobacco; nearly 10 percent abuse alcohol;
3 percent are addicted to stimulants
like cocaine and methamphetamine;
and nearly 2 percent are dependent
on opioids, including about a million
on heroin and another 2 million on
prescription painkillers. All of this
comes at great cost, recently estimated at
well over $360 billion a year in terms of
treatment and lost productivity.
John Rotrosen, MD (’72), is director of
the Center of Excellence on Addiction.
Nearly 200 investigators from NYU
Langone Medical Center and New York
University participate in the Center,
whose mission is to advance research
and develop new treatments for addictive
disorders. Dr. Rotrosen has spent his
entire career at NYU School of Medicine,
investigating addiction and mental
illness. He is a professor of psychiatry
and oversees mental health research
at the Veterans Affairs NY Harbor
Healthcare System, Manhattan campus.

Dr. Rotrosen
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How did you first begin studying addiction?
I had great mentors. As a medical
student I joined Sam Gershon’s group
based in the old Bellevue Psychiatric
Hospital. Sam is best known for bringing
lithium into use in this country. With
Burt Angrist and others, he shaped an
energetic research unit where trainees
and junior faculty were encouraged to
explore new ideas.
At first we didn’t focus on addiction.
We were studying amphetamineinduced psychosis as a model of
schizophrenia. In 1980 our group moved
from Bellevue to the VA, where addiction
to alcohol, heroin, crack cocaine, and
tobacco afflicted many veterans and
contributed either directly or indirectly
to their healthcare needs. By the mid90s much of our research had shifted to
understanding and treating addiction.
photograph by

LYNN SAVILLE

Is there an addictive substance that concerns
you most?
Every addiction can be serious and lifethreatening. Particularly frightening
is the recent increase in abuse of
prescription drugs like OxyContin and
Vicodin, especially among teenagers.
More than 10 percent of 12th graders
report nonmedical use of these drugs.
Teenagers are at a vulnerable stage in
their lives in terms of brain development
and social pressures, and they think
of these drugs as safe because they’re
generally prescribed by doctors and
distributed through pharmacies. Most
teens and adults get these drugs from
friends or find them in the medicine
cabinet. Unfortunately, prescription drugs
are highly dangerous. Overdose deaths
are tragic and preventable.
How did the Center of Excellence on
Addiction get started?
The Centers of Excellence* grew from
the vision of Dean Robert Grossman and
then Vice Dean for Science Vivian Lee,
who saw these as a way to create rich,
multidisciplinary, collaborative entities to
address pressing healthcare challenges.
As one of these, the Center of Excellence
on Addiction coordinates research related
to licit and illicit drugs, alcohol, tobacco,
and addictive behaviors. We work across
the entire translational spectrum from
molecular biology to clinical neuroscience
to population health. We’re part of the
National Institute on Drug Abuse’s
Clinical Trials Network, which allows us
to take treatments that work in academic
settings and test them in the trenches of
community-based treatment programs as
a next step toward wide dissemination.
We have a rich legacy to build upon.
Forty years ago Eric Simon characterized
the opioid receptor and coined the
term “endorphin.” Eric’s work enabled
the development and testing of new
pharmacotherapies. Around 1990 my
colleague at the VA, Paul Casadonte,
began working with buprenorphine, and
he played a key role in many clinical trials
that led to the drug’s approval in 2002 for
heroin addiction. Since buprenorphine

“People are often ashamed,
and they hesitate
to speak about addiction
or seek treatment, so
stigma remains a barrier.”

can be prescribed in the privacy of a
doctor’s office, there’s less stigma
involved in treatment. Today more people
are treated with buprenorphine than with
methadone. For the past few years we’ve
been working with Probuphine, a
six-month-duration buprenorphine
implant that appears to be effective and
well tolerated.
Is stigma the biggest obstacle to treatment?
People are often ashamed, and they
hesitate to speak about addiction or seek
treatment, so stigma remains a barrier.
But there are other problems. The vast
majority of people never get to addiction
specialists, and in spite of the fact that
there are good therapies—therapies
that are just as effective as those for
diabetes, hypertension, asthma, or other
chronic medical conditions—very few
primary care providers screen for or
treat addiction.
What’s being done to educate primary
care physicians?
Marc Gourevitch directs the Division
of General Internal Medicine. He and
his team have been path breakers in
integrating addiction treatment into
mainstream healthcare. There is now
addiction screening and treatment in the
primary care clinics at Bellevue, where
they’ve introduced pharmacotherapies
and medical management for opioids,
alcohol, and tobacco. Marc and his team
are now working on the next step, to
disseminate their very successful model
NYU Physician
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throughout the entire New York City
public hospital system.
What are some of the leading accomplishments
of the Center of Excellence on Addiction?
I’d cite three areas. First, bringing basic
and clinical scientists, clinicians, and
policy makers together around a shared
agenda has been very gratifying. These
are people who had never met each other
and didn’t speak the same language,
but who are now working together on
many projects. Second, applying cuttingedge methodology to new areas like
neuroeconomics to help understand
risk taking in college-age drinkers or
disordered eating in morbidly obese
patients undergoing bariatric surgery.
Finally, and probably most rewarding,
is our exceptionally gifted junior faculty,
residents, fellows, and students. They
are bringing new ideas to bear on
addiction. I’m optimistic that this next
generation will take what we’ve learned
over the past four decades and translate
it into truly novel prevention and
—Mike weiss
treatment strategies.

•

*The six Centers of Excellence at NYU Langone
Medical Center are: Center of Excellence on
Addiction; Center of Excellence on Brain
Aging and Dementia; Center of Excellence
on Multiple Sclerosis; Center of Excellence on
Musculoskeletal Disease; Center of Excellence
on Cancers of the Skin; and Center of Excellence
on Urological Disease.
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Obituary

Baruj Benacerraf, MD
Nobel Prize–winning immunologist Baruj Benacerraf, MD, a
member of the NYU School of Medicine
faculty from 1956 to 1968, died on August
2 at age 90. His pioneering experiments to
delineate a group of genes that control the
immune response led to a Nobel Prize in
Physiology or Medicine in 1980.
“I had a long-lasting interest in immunology and particularly in the mechanism
of hypersensitivity, because of my experience with asthma as a child,” he wrote in
his 1998 memoir, From Caracas to Stockholm:
A Life in Medical Science.
Of Sephardic, or Spanish Jewish,
ancestry, Dr. Benacerraf was born in
1920 in Venezuela, where his father, from
Morocco, and mother, from Algeria, had
emigrated. A few years later his family
moved to Paris, where he was raised.
In 1939, on the eve of World War II, the
family fled Europe, eventually settling in
New York City. As an undergraduate there
at Columbia University, he met his wife,
Annette Dreyfus, another Jewish refugee
from Paris. She was the niece of molecular
biologist Jacques Monod, a 1965 Nobel
Prize recipient.
At the close of the war, with a diploma
from the Medical College of Virginia
in Richmond, the young physician
interned at Queens General Hospital
and then served as a first lieutenant in
the U.S. Army medical corps, stationed
in France. Choosing a research fellowship
over a clinical residency, Dr. Benacerraf
entered the new field of immunology
at Columbia University.
In 1949 he joined the prestigious Broussais Hospital in Paris, where the first
clinically effective antihistamine had just
been developed. He subsequently took a
leave to learn the family textile business in
Caracas, and returned to Venezuela every
four to six months to manage the business.
In 1956 Dr. Benacerraf made “the critical
decision” to return to New York to begin
his career as an academic scientist. The
opportunity came after an encounter
with NYU School of Medicine’s pathology
department chair, Lewis Thomas, MD,
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Undated photograph of Dr. Benacerraf when he was
on the faculty of NYU School of Medicine.

whom he met at an international immunology meeting near Paris. The two
men “sympathized immediately,” and
Dr. Benacerraf began as a junior faculty
member in the medical school, where
he was appointed assistant professor of
pathology. He credits Dr. Thomas with
gathering together a “unique community
of young immunologists” and fostering a
remarkably creative climate over the next
12 years.
An accidental finding led to Dr. Benacerraf’s seminal discovery: In a series of
experiments on delayed hypersensitivity,
he had injected a group of guinea pigs
with a simple antigen, expecting them
to launch an antibody response to the
immunologic challenge. But only 40
percent of them did.
He “immediately perceived” that the
explanation must be genetic, says Fred
Kantor, MD, chief of clinical immunology
and allergy at Yale School of Medicine,
who was then a postdoctoral fellow in Dr.
Benacerraf’s NYU lab. Through extensive
breeding experiments, they confirmed
that a single dominant gene—later found
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to be part of the histocompatibility complex—controlled the guinea pigs’ immune
response to that particular antigen.
“At the time it was thought that the
histocompatibility complex was only
for (tissue) transplantation,” not viruses,
cancer cells, or other foreign proteins,
Dr. Kantor says. “Its central role in the
immune system wasn’t appreciated.”
Dr. Benacerraf left NYU in 1968 to head
the immunology laboratory at the National
Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases
in Bethesda, Maryland. In 1970 he moved
to Harvard Medical School, where he chaired
the pathology department for the next 20
years; in 1980 he accepted a second appointment to head the Harvard-affiliated DanaFarber Cancer Institute, to which he donated
his Nobel Prize award. He stepped down
in 1991.
Dr. Benacerraf and his wife, Annette,
who died of heart failure on June 3, traveled
extensively and shared a love of classical
music and the arts, says his daughter Beryl
Benacerraf, MD, of Harvard Medical School.
His daughter, two grandchildren, and a
younger brother, Paul, survive him.
—Aubin Tyler

•
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One patient at a time. When you include a bequest in your will
to NYU Langone Medical Center you help us deliver outstanding
health care to the many patients and families who rely upon us to
improve their lives. Superb physicians, an award-winning nursing
staff and internationally ranked scientists make the difference.
Join our community, and create your legacy today.

John Abbott

To learn more about making your planned gift to NYU Langone, please contact
Marilyn Van Houten at 212.404.3653 or marilyn.vanhouten@nyumc.org.
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